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Molar and latent models of cognitive slowing:
Implications for aging, dementia, depression,

development, and intelligence

DONALD L. F1SHER and ROBERT A. GLASER
University ofMassachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts

The time that it takes a group of participants to respond in simple cognitive tasks varies systemati
cally with the identity of the group. For example, on most tasks, older adults take longer to respond
than younger adults. Similarly, on most tasks, younger children take longer to respond than mature
children. More generally, response time has been found to vary reliably with a number of other factors
that differentiate groups of participants, including the levels of dementia, depression, and intelligence.
For each factor, investigators have sought to determine whether the various mental processes are
slowed identically as the level of impairment increases. They have based this determination largely on
the relation between the overall response times of the relevant groups. Here it is shown how one can
base this determination on the relation between the speeds of the individual latent or mental processes
governing the performance of the target groups. Such a shift in emphasis has three important advan
tages: it reduces the possibility of falsely accepting or rejecting the hypothesis that all processes are
slowed identically; it pinpoints the actual processes that are lengthened disproportionately when pro
cesses are not slowed identically; and it makes possible the rigorous testing of the effects of changes
in speed on other dependent variables (e.g., accuracy).

The response times ofone group of experimental par
ticipants are frequently found to be related simply and sys
tematically to the response times of a second group of
participants. For example, a number of investigators have
found that the response times of older adults can be ex
pressed as a simple linear function of the response times
of younger adults (Birren, 1965; Cerelia, Poon, & Wil
liams, 1980; Hale, Myerson, Faust, & Fristoe, 1995; Salt
house & Somberg, 1982). Similarly, at the other end of
the developmental spectrum, investigators have found
that the response times of younger children can be writ
ten as a linear function of the response times ofmore ma
ture children (Cerelia & Hale, 1994; Hale, 1990; Kail,
1991). Simple linear relations have also been found to
exist between the response times ofparticipants differing
in their level ofdementia (Madden, Nebes, & Allen, 1992;

Nebes & Brady, 1992; Nebes & Madden, 1988), depres
sion (Hart, Kwentus, Wade, & Hamer, 1987; Niederehe,
1986), and intelligence (Hertzog, 1989, 1992; Vernon &
Jensen, 1984).

The fit oflinear models ofcognitive slowing to the re
sults of such studies is extraordinary. The models have
explained upwards of99% ofthe variance in the mean re
sponse times across a wide range of different tasks. It is
frequently argued that the linear slowing functions are
general ones that do not vary from task to task (Birren,
1965; Cerelia et al., 1980; Nebes & Brady, 1992; Salt
house & Somberg, 1982). Specifically, let O, represent the
response time of the slower cohort, and let Yi represent
the response time of the faster cohort. Then, the expected
response time E[OJ ofthe slower cohort in task i is writ
ten as the sum ofa constant plus some multiple of the ex
pected response time E[Yi ] of the faster cohort in task i:

where the distribution of the response time Yi of the
faster cohort (but neither parameter of the regression;
i.e., neither anor f3) varies with the task. This linear model
of general slowing (Equation I) will be referred to here
as a molar model, because the overall response times of
the slower cohort are a function of the overall response
times of the faster cohort (and not the durations of the in
dividual underlying processes).

Sometimes it is argued that the molar slowing func
tions are common to a specific domain d (e.g., the lexi
cal domain), but that they vary across domains (Hale &
Myerson, 1992). In the extreme, it has been argued that
the molar slowing function varies from one task to the
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E[OJ = a + !3E[YJ, (1)
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next even within domains (Fisk & Rogers, 1991; Fisk,
Fisher, & Rogers, 1992). Thus, one can write

(2)

where a, and {3i are the task-specific slowing factors. This
model (Equation 2) will be referred to here as a molar
linear model of task-specific slowing.

More complex molar models have been considered.
These more complex models include power functions
(Hale, Myerson, & Wagstaff, 1987; Myerson, Hale, Wag
staff, Poon, & Smith, 1990) and probability mixtures of
linear functions (Cerelia, 1985). However, the more com
plex models are not typically needed when the response
times are in the range 0-2,000 msec, the range of re
sponse times found in many (though not all) experiments
(Cerelia & Hale, 1994).

Latent Models: False Positive and
False Negative Decisions

Interest centers not only on the slowing of the molar
(overall and observable) response times of one cohort
relative to some other baseline cohort, but also on the slow
ing of the latent (underlying and not observable) pro
cesses of the two cohorts (these terms and others are de
fined in Table 1). As noted above, Equations I and 2 are
examples ofmolar models. Examples of latent models can
be similarly constructed. We will develop two such mod
els, a latent model ofcommon slowing and a latent model
ofprocess-specific slowing. To begin, it is necessary to
assume something about the architecture of cognition in
both the faster and the slower cohorts. To keep things
simple, assume that the processes xl' ... 'X n are arranged
in series in both cohorts. Let X; represent the duration of
process xj in the faster cohort. Then, the expected time
E[Y] that it takes the faster cohort to complete all n pro
cesses can be written as the sum of the expected dura
tions of each of the processes:

E[Y] = E[Xd + E[X2] + ... + E[Xnl (3)

We can now compute the response times of the slower
cohort. To begin, consider this computation when the la
tent model is one of common slowing. Specifically, in a
latent model ofcommon slowing, we will assume that all
processes are slowed identically. An example can make
clear most quickly what we mean. To keep the example
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simple, assume that all processes are slowed proportion
ately-say, by some factor {3 (obviously other slowing
functions are possible). Then, the expected time E[O] that
it takes the slower cohort to complete all processes is ob
tained from the latent model for the faster cohort (Equa
tion 3) by multiplying the expected duration of each la
tent process by the common slowing factor {3:

E[O] = {3E[Xd + {3E[X2] + ... + {3E[Xn]. (4)

Next, consider the computations when the latent model
is one ofprocess-specific slowing. In such a model, we will
assume that the processes are not slowed identically. So,
for example, we might assume that each process xj is
slowed by a different factor /3;, so that:

E[O] = {31E[X1] + {32E[X2] + ... + {3nE[Xn]. (5)

Note that the preceding latent models of common and
process-specific slowing are both referred to as multi
plicative models, because the slowing is proportional.

False positive decisions. Typically, the durations ofthe
latent processes (and therefore the associated latent slow
ing functions) are not estimated directly. Rather, the form
ofthe latent slowing function is inferred by investigators
from the form ofthe molar slowing function. Specifically,
it is assumed that if the molar slowing function is a gen
eral one (i.e., does not vary from one task or domain to
the next), the latent slowing function is a common one (i.e.,
does not vary from one process to the next). For exam
ple, suppose that the response times of one group are
slowed proportionately by some factor {3 across several
different tasks. Then, it would be inferred that each of
the latent processes is slowed proportionately by the same
factor {3. Examples in the literature ofjust this inference
have been common in the past, but are now becoming less
so. Specifically, it is now recognized that the inference
that the latent slowing function is a common one if the
molar slowing function is a general one runs into both
logical and statistical roadblocks (Fisk & Fisher, 1994;
Fisk et aI., 1992).

Logically, it can be shown that if the form of the molar
slowing function is a general one, each of the latent pro
cesses need not be slowed identically (Fisk & Fisher, 1994;
Hale et aI., 1995). An example can quickly indicate the
problem. Note that in Figure 1a the response times of the
slower cohort are twice as long as the response times of

Molar slowingfunction
Molar model ofgeneral slowing
Molar model oftask-specific slowing
Latent slowingfunction (no resource

constraints)
Latent slowingfunction (resource

constraints)
Latent model ofcommon slowing
Latent model ofprocess-specific

slowing
Endogenous process
Exogenous process

Table 1
Terms

A function that relates the expected response times of two cohorts
A molar slowing function that does not vary across tasks
A molar slowing function that does vary across tasks
A function that relates the durations of a latent process that appears

in the networks of two cohorts
A function that relates the work rates of a latent process that appears

in the networks of two cohorts
A latent slowing function that does not vary across processes
A latent slowing function that does vary across processes

Any psychological process
A process external to a participant that influences response times
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(b) Lalenl Model of ProCtlaa-Speclflc Slowing

Figure 1. False positive evaluations of the molar model of gen
eral slowing. The response times in Tasks 1, 2, and 3 are identical
for (a) the molar model of general slowing and (b) the latent
model of process-specific slowing. Solid arrow lengths represent
duration of younger adults' latent processes; dotted arrow lengths
represent duration of older adults' latent processes.

specific slowing (Figure Ib), each predict the same ab
solute response times in Tasks I, 2, and 3 even though the
latent processes are slowed by very different factors. Thus,
an investigator relying solely on the knowledge that the
form of the molar slowing function was a general one
could falsely accept the latent model of common slow
ing (this will be called afalse positive decision).

Statistically, it can be shown that even if the best fit of
the molar model of general slowing is extraordinarily
good, the latent slowing function for a particular process
can vary radically from one task to the next (Fisk & Fisher,
1994; Fisk et aI., 1992; Molenaar & van der Molen, 1994;
Perfect, 1994). An example can quickly indicate the prob
lem. Specifically, consider the hypothetical cross plot in
Figure 2a. Each point represents two means, the means
of the slower and faster cohorts in a particular condition.
Six means were computed in the first task (plotted as the
three points at the lower left) and six in the second (plot
ted as the three points in the upper right). A molar model
of general slowing (in this case a simple linear slowing
function) explains over 95% ofthe variance. Thus, it would
appear that the molar model ofgeneral slowing is the cor
rect one. However, note that in the first task, the response
times of the slower cohort (say, older adults in this case)
decrease with increases in the response times ofthe faster
cohort (say, younger adults), whereas in the second task,
the response times of the slower cohort increase with in
creases in the response times of the faster cohort. Thus,
the correct molar model cannot be a general one. In sum
mary, an investigator relying solely on the good fit ofthe
molar model ofgeneral slowing to response times as rep
resented in a cross plot (i.e., a Brinley plot; Brinley, 1965)
could falsely accept the molar model ofgeneral slowing
(and therefore falsely accept the latent model of common
slowing).

False negative decisions. Just as it is typically assumed
that if the molar slowing function is a general one, the la
tent slowing function is a common one, so, conversely, it
is assumed that ifthe molar slowing function is not a gen
eral one (i.e., is task specific), the latent slowing functions
are not common ones (i.e., are process specific). Until re
cently, the latter assumption was rarely mentioned, sim
ply because the molar slowing function was assumed to
be a general one, at least within and most often across
domains. However, recently, a number of investigators
have argued that the molar slowing function is not nec
essarily a general one (Fisher, in press; Fisher, Fisk, &
Duffy, 1995; Fisk & Fisher, 1994; Fisk et aI., 1992; Kleigl,
1992; Kleigl, Mayr, & Krampe, 1994; Laver & Burke,
1993; Mayr & Kleigl, 1993). Thus, the assumption above
may come to play an increasingly important role. In this
case, it is important to recognize that the inference that
the latent slowing function is process-specific if the
molar slowing function is task-specific runs into trouble
some logical and statistical roadblocks similar to those
described above (Fisk & Fisher, 1994; Fisk et aI., 1992).

Logically, it can be shown that if the form ofthe molar
slowing function is task-specific, each of the latent cog
nitive processes could be slowed identically. Again, an
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the faster cohort in each of Tasks 1 (300 msec for the
younger adults, 600 msec for the older adults), 2 (600 vs.
1,200 msec), and 3 (900 vs. 1,800 msec). Clearly such a
finding is consistent with a molar model ofgeneral slow
ing. Specifically, set a = 0 and /3 = 2 in Equation 1. Sur
prisingly, the same finding is also consistent with a latent
model of process-specific slowing. For example, in Fig
ure Ib, it is assumed that each task consists of two latent
processes arranged in series. Furthermore, it is assumed
that the duration ofthe first process is increased by a fac
tor of 5 (e.g., in Task 1, the duration of the first process
is increased from 100 msec in the faster cohort to 500 msec
in the slower cohort), whereas the duration of the second
process is decreased by a factor of0.5 (e.g., in Task 1, the
duration of the second process is decreased from 200 to
100 msec). Specifically, set E[Xtl = 100, E[X2] = 200,
/31 = 5 and /32 = .5 in Equation 5. The important thing to
note here is that the two models, the molar model ofgen
eral slowing (Figure 1a) and the latent model ofprocess-
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Task 1 Teak2 Tisk 3

Responn 11mes (Falter Cohort)

Figure 2. A cross plot of older against younger adults' response
times. (a) A molar linear model of general slowing is fit to the data.
(b) A molar power model of general slowing is fit to the data.

example can quickly indicate the problem, although it
must necessarily be slightly more complex than the pre
vious example. Assume that there are three tasks and the
response times of the faster and slower cohort are known
for each task (Figure 3a). Note that the response times of
the slower cohort are not a constant multiple of the re
sponse times of the faster cohort across tasks but instead
vary from task to task. Specifically, set a 1= a2= a3 = 0,
/31 = 224/168, /32 = 240/168, and /33 = 252/168 in Equa
tion 2. Then, the results are consistent with a molar model
of task-specific slowing.

Now, consider a latent model of processing in this
task. To begin, we want to assume that, for both cohorts,
each task requires the completion ofthree processes (Fig
ure 3b). The initial two processes are executed in paral
lel. Both must be completed before the final process can
begin, The participant responds when the final process
has been completed. So, for example, consider the net
work displayed in Figure 3b, which governs the perfor
mance ofthe faster cohort in Task 1.The first two processes
take 100 and 400 time units, indicated by the solid and
dashed lines, respectively. Since the third process cannot
be completed until both of the first two processes have
been completed, it does not begin until 400 time units
have elapsed. Thus, the response time is 600 time units.
Next, we want to assume that only one of the two initial
parallel processes (the process drawn as a solid line for
the faster cohort and as a dotted line for the slower co-
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Figure 3. False negative evaluations of the molar model of gen
eral slowing. The response times in Tasks 1, 2, and 3 are identical
for the example models in panels a and b. Solid arrows represent
younger adults' latent processes; dotted arrows represent older
adults' latent processes; dashed arrows represent exogenous pro
cesses.

1200

hort) represents a latent cognitive (endogenous) event. The
duration of an endogenous process is influenced by the
factor that differentiates cohorts (e.g., age). Finally, we
want to assume that the second of the two initial pro
cesses (the process drawn as a dashed line for both cohorts)
represents a latent environmental (exogenous) event. For
example, the other process might represent the interval
between the presentation of stimuli in a priming experi
ment (Laver & Burke, 1993) or a double stimulation ex
periment (Pashler & Johnston, 1989). The significance
of the presence ofan exogenous process is that its dura
tion is not influenced by the factor that differentiates co
horts. Rather, the duration ofsuch a process is determined
entirely by the experimenter or the environment.

The time that it takes a participant to respond when a
task contains both endogenous and exogenous processes
is a complex function ofthe durations ofboth sets ofpro
cesses (Schweickert, Fisher, & Goldstein, 1993). However,
we are interested in the slowing of just the set of en
dogenous processes. Specifically, in our example, we are
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interested in the slowing ofjust the two endogenous pro
cesses. Careful inspection ofFigure 3b indicates that the
durations of the latent endogenous processes of the
slower cohort (the dotted lines) are a constant multiple
(2) ofdurations of the latent endogenous processes of the
faster cohort (the solid lines) in each of the three tasks.
Thus, the latent model ofcommon slowing is the correct
one (since all cognitive or endogenous processes are
slowed identically), even though the molar model is task
specific. It follows that an investigator relying solely on
knowledge that the form of the molar slowing function
was task specific could falsely accept the latent model of
process-specific slowing (this will be called afalse neg
ative decision).

Statistically, it can be shown that even if the best fit
ting model of general slowing is a task-specific one, the
latent slowing function can be a common one. The con
clusion follows directly from the preceding logical analy
sis. Specifically, ifthere are exogenous processes that de
termine how long it takes participants to perform a task,
a molar model oftask-specific slowing will necessarily fit
better than a molar model ofgeneral slowing, even when
all of the endogenous processes are slowed identically.
Thus, on the basis of the good fit of a molar model of
task-specific slowing, one could reject a molar model of
general slowing (and therefore falsely reject a latent
model of common slowing).

Ideally, one would like to avoid false positive and false
negative decisions, both logical and statistical. Here, it is
argued that in order to avoid logically incorrect inferences,
it is necessary to specify the general characteristics of
the latent model that governs performance in each task.
In particular, it is necessary at a minimum to identify for
each task the type ofarchitecture, the limits on resources,
and the possible dependencies that exist among the var
ious process durations. Similarly, in order to avoid statis
tically incorrect inferences, it is argued that it is neces
sary not only to know the general characteristics of the
latent model described above, but also actually to fit such
models to each of the tasks included in a meta-analysis
(or each ofthe conditions modeled in a single experiment).

Latent Models: Process Durations
A focus on latent models is useful not only because it

can help reduce the incidence offalse positive and false
negative decisions. A focus on such models can also be
used to identify the slowing ofindividual latent processes.
Knowledge ofjust how much each process is slowed has
three potential advantages. First, such knowledge can be
used to determine whether the slowing of a particular
process is more than would be expected just on the basis
of knowledge of the average slowing of the individuals
in the relevant cohort. Methods for identifying the pro
cesses that are slowed more than would be expected are
now available (Madden, Pierce, & Allen, 1992). Such
methods work well when the processes are all arranged
in series. However, the current methods do not extend to

tasks in which the processes that govern performance as
sume a more complex architecture. This restriction does
not apply to the latent model methodology described
herein. Specifically, the latent models can be used to iden
tify the seriously compromised processes in networks
with both serial and parallel processes.

Second, knowledge ofwhich processes are and are not
slowed can potentially be used to test more detailed hy
potheses about the role that a given neuroanatomical
structure has on cognitive slowing. For example, a better
understanding ofevent-related brain potentials may soon
make it possible to link a specific cognitive process to a
specific neuroanatomical structure (Bashore, 1993). It
would then become possible to understand much better the
relation between neuroanatomy and the speed of cogni
tion. In particular, given current neural models ofslowing
(e.g., those of Cerella, 1990; Cerella & Hale, 1994), all
processes that are mediated by a given structure should
presumably yield the same slowing in a particular co
hort. Evidence that this was not the case would require
much more complex neural models of slowing than have
been considered to date.

Finally, knowledge ofwhich processes are and are not
slowed can potentially lead to real improvements in the
lives of cohorts with a marked speed deficit. For exam
ple, it is well known that older adults are overinvolved in
accidents at signalized left-turn intersections (Hanowski,
Bittner, Knipling, Byrne, & Parasuraman, 1995; Staplin
& Fisk, 1991). Some investigators have hypothesized
that it is a shrinking of the useful field of view that ex
plains older adults' overinvolvement in these accidents
(Ball & Owsley, 1991). However, it is not known which
of the various cognitive and perceptual processes that de
termine the size of the useful field of view are responsi
ble for the problems that the older adults experience at a
signalized left-turn intersection. Knowledge of the slow
ing of each of the latent processes is a necessary first
step in any remediation effort (Fisher, 1993).

Latent Models: Speed-Related Influences
A number of investigators have argued that increases

in the time that it takes a given cohort to process infor
mation may affect their performance not only on speeded
tasks, but also on a number ofother tasks in which speed
is not so obviously a factor (Hertzog, 1989; Salthouse,
1991; Salthouse, Kausler, & Saults, 1988; Salthouse &
Mitchell, 1990; Schaie, 1989). For example, Salthouse
(1996) finds that basic measures of processing speed
predict much ofthe variability in the performance of older
adults on tests of memory for paired associates. Ideally,
one would like to verify that the slowing of a given cog
nitive process in a memorial task by a particular propor
tion did indeed lead to the observed memory deficit. The
quantitative link between processing speed and memory
deficit can then be fashioned with a latent model. Latent
models sufficient for this task have recently been devel
oped (Fisher, in press; Fisher, Wisher, & Ranney, 1996).
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takes to complete the last finishing process. Yis typically
written as a function of the durations of the paths in the
network. A path is defined in this context as a sequence
of processes (arcs) from the source to the sink (e.g., the
processes XI' x3' and x, form a path). LetXhkrepresent the
duration of the kth process on path h. Then, the duration
Ahofa path h with processes Xh"Xh2' ... , Xh"lh) is defined
as the sum

wherefis the molar slowing function. (Note that Equa
tion 8 is a more general statement ofEquations I and 2.)
In the related latent model, the expected response time
E[O] of the slower group is written as a function of the
duration of the processes governing the slower groups'
performance. The duration 'Ij of each of these processes
is, in tum, written as a functionjj(J0) ofthe duration ofthe
corresponding processes governing the faster groups'
performance:

E[O] =E[max{'PI + ... + 'PI , ... , 'Pp + ... + 'Pp }]
I n(l) I n(p)

= E[max{filXI1) + ... +fi nii X l n(1 ))' '" ,

J;,1(Xp1) + ... + J;,niP)(XpnIPJ}], (9)

where fi. is the latent slowing function for, and 'Ph
k

the
duration of, the kth process xh

k
that is completed along

the hth path in the PERT network governing the slower
cohorts' behavior. (Note that Equation 9 is a more general
statement of Equations 4 and 5.) Thus, in a very simple
case, one might write 'Pi =Jj(J0) = f3J0 for} = I, ... .n.
(The notation used in this section and more generally the
notation used throughout the article to describe PERT
networks is summarized in Table 2.)

Ah = Xh1+ Xh2+ ... + XhnihJ' (6)

where n(h) is the number of processes on path h. Set p
equal to the number of paths linking the start and finish
nodes. Then, the response time Y can be shown to equal
the duration of the longest of the p paths. For example,
in the simple network in Figure 4,

Y= max {XI + X2,XI + X3 + XS,X4 + Xs}. (7)

Consider next the slower cohort. The model of the
slower cohort's response times can be either a molar or a
latent one. Definitions of these models are necessarily
more complex when the underlying architecture is not
the simple serial one described in the introduction. As
above, let J0 represent the duration of process Xi when
the faster group is performing a particular task. Let 'Ij be
the duration of process Xi when the slower group is per
forming the same task (it is assumed here that the two
groups process information identically, so that the same
label, ~, can be used to identify processes, although dif
ferent labels, J0 and 'Pi' are needed for the process dura
tions). Then, in the molar model, the expected response
time E[O] of the slower group is assumed to be written
as a function of the expected response time E[Y] of the
faster group:

(8)E[O] = f(E[Y)),

PERT NETWORKS

More generally, a quantitative link between processing
speed and other dependent variables can be forged only
when the relevant latent model is detailed.

In order to understand the relation between the latent
and molar slowing functions and thereby avoid false pos
itive and false negative decisions, it is necessary to have
some model ofparticipants' performance. In simple cog
nitive tasks, this performance is frequently modeled as
a network of mental processes. A number of different
network architectures have been proposed. These in
clude PERT networks (Schweickert, 1978), associative
networks (e.g., Anderson & Bower, 1974), connectionist
networks (McClelland, Rumelhart, & the PDP Research
Group, 1986; Rumelhart, McClelland, & the PDP Re
search Group, 1986), and queuing networks (e.g., Fisher,
1982; Liu, 1996; Miller, 1993; Rouse, 1980). More re
cently, Fisher (1985) has shown that many stochastic net
works are special cases oforder-of-processing diagrams.
The significance ofsuch diagrams is that it is known both
how to compute the moments of the response time
(Fisher & Goldstein, 1983; Goldstein & Fisher, 1991),
and, in many cases, how to test specific hypotheses about
the structure of the underlying diagram (Schweickert,
1978; Schweickert & Townsend, 1989). In order to keep
the discussion relatively free of technical details, atten
tion will be confined at this point to PERT networks (a
more general discussion can be found in Schweickert
et aI., 1993).

Briefly, a PERT network G(V,E) is a directed, acyclic
graph that consists ofa set ofvertices (nodes) V and a set
of edges (arcs) E with a single source and a single sink.
The nodes represent AND gates. The n arcs x I' ... ,xn rep
resent processes. For example, consider the PERT net
work in Figure 4. The nodes are drawn as filled circles.
The source is labeled 0; the sink, r (there is no need to
label the interior nodes, and thus no labels are given). The
arcs are drawn as arrows connecting pairs of nodes. No
process represented by an arc can begin executing until
all its predecessors have completed executing. For ex
ample, process Xs cannot begin executing until both pro
cessesx3 and x, have completed executing. All processes
that can begin do so immediately. For example, both pro
cesses X2 and X3 can and therefore do begin immediately
after x I finishes.

Consider now the faster cohort. The time Y that it takes
the faster cohort to respond is equal to the time that it

Figure 4. An (incomplete) Wheatstone bridge PERT network.
The source is represented as 0; the sink, as r, The processes are
labeled Xl' ••• ,Xs' )
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LOGICAL ANALYSES:
FALSE NEGATIVE DECISIONS

Given that a PERT network governs participants' be
havior, it is now possible to identify the set of circum
stances that must obtain if one is to avoid the false neg
ative decisions described above. Specifically, it is shown
under what circumstances it is possible to infer that the
molar slowing function is a general one when the latent
slowing function is known to be a common one. It then
follows from the contrapositive that as long as these cir
cumstances obtain, ifthe molar slowing function is known
not to be a general one, it can be inferred that the latent
slowing function is not a common one. Thus, one can avoid
rejecting incorrectly a latent model of common slowing
(i.e., avoid making false negative decisions). The set ofcir
cumstances that may lead to false positive decisions will be
described in the next section.

Up to this point, it has been possible to speak in mostly
generic terms, not mentioning the particular slowing fac
tor or function under consideration. At this point, it will
be useful to ground the discussion by identifying a par
ticular slowing factor. The obvious slowing factor to
choose is that of aging, since most of the research com
paring the speeded responses of groups of participants
has compared older and younger adults. Yetalthough this

Table 2
Major Notation

d Index of a domain
h Index of a path in a PERT network or OP diagram

Index of a task
j Index of a process
k Index of the position ofa process (state) along a path h in

PERT network (OP diagram)
m Number of tasks
n Number of processes in a PERT network
n(h) Number of processes (states) on path h in a PERT network

(OP diagram)
a Source node in a PERT network
p Number of paths in a PERT network or OP diagram
r Sink node in a PERT network
sh, kth state along the hth path in the OP diagram
x Latent process
A Duration of a path in a PERT network or OP diagram
B Random proportional slowing factor
G( V, E) PERT network with a set V of vertices and E ofedges
N Set oflatent processes
o Response time of slower (older) adults
T Time that it takes to respond
Th, Duration of the kth state along the hth path in the OP diagram
W Work required to complete a process
W Column vector of work requirements (WI' ... , w,,)'
X Duration of a latent process (faster or younger cohort)
X Column vector of process durations (Xl' ... , Xn )'

Y Response time offaster (younger) adults
a Additive constant in a molar linear model of general slowing
f3 Proportional slowing factor
/-l;j Expected duration of process xj in task i
v(j,k,h) Rate at which work proceeds on thejth process in the kth

state along path h
A m X n matrix [/-lij] of process durations
'I' Duration of a latent process (slower or older cohort)

Note-GP, order of processing.

discussion will draw heavily from the aging literature,
the conclusions reached about the relations between the
molar and latent slowing functions will be general, and
this generality will be emphasized at several points in the
discussion.

It has also been possible up to this point to leave the
form of the latent slowing function unspecified, not set
tling on an additive, multiplicative, or full linear model.
Again, it will be useful to ground the discussion. Perhaps
the most obvious latent slowing function to choose is a
multiplicative one, since the identical molar slowing func
tion appears to account for the vast majority of the data
(CerelIa & Hale, 1994; CerelIa et al., 1980). Although it
is true that the estimates of the intercept ofthe molar lin
ear slowing function are not always zero (CerelIa, 1985),
this can be shown to be consistent with separate latent
multiplicative slowing functions for peripheral and cen
tral processes (CerelIa, 1985). The methods proposed here
are designed to test just this hypothesis and, by extension,
the adequacy of a latent multiplicative slowing function
in tasks in which the intercept of the molar slowing func
tion may not be zero.

Architecture of Cognition

In this section, it will be assumed that the latent slow
ing function is a common, multiplicative one. Given that
such is the case, one would like to know when the slowing
function governing the molar response times is general,
and, if so, what relation the form of the molar slowing
function bears to the form ofthe latent slowing function.
Salthouse (1978) has noted that if every process were
slowed by a multiplicative factor {3, then, for serial or
parallel architectures, one would obtain Equation 1 with
a = O. In this case, both the latent and molar models are
common, multiplicative ones. Salthouse does not go on
to indicate the relation between the latent and molar slow
ing functions when the architecture becomes more com
plex, the resource demands exceed the available supply,
or the durations of the processes are not independent.
The effect ofeach ofthese changes on the relation between
the latent and molar slowing functions will now be dis
cussed, beginning here with an analysis of the role of the
particular architecture ofa network.

Identical Latent and Molar Slowing Functions
Interestingly, the form of the molar slowing function

can be inferred from the form ofthe latent slowing func
tions even when the architecture is very complex. Specif
ically, as long as the tasks are ones with only endogenous
processes arranged in a PERT network, the structures of
the networks governing the behavior ofolder and younger
adults are identical within each ofthe observed tasks (the
network structure can vary across tasks), and as long as
the latent slowing functions are common, multiplicative
ones, it can be shown that the response times of older
adults are one and the same multiplicative function ofthe
response times ofyounger adults, regardless ofthe (PERT)
architecture used to represent behavior in each of the
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molar slowing function will be equal to one and the same
multiple as long as all processes are endogenous.

Figure 5. Parallel networks for older and younger adults in two
tasks. The duration of a process Xj labeled as vj is assumed to be
exponentially distributed with the labeled rate parameter, and so
on for the other processes.

Task 2Task 1

Younger
Adults

Older
Adults

Different Latent and Molar Slowing Functions
Consider what happens if we relax the assumptions in

Theorem 1. Above, for example, tasks were considered
that contained only endogenous processes. Now, suppose
that in order to represent behavior in a particular task, it
is necessary to consider exogenous as well as endogenous
processes. Then, as we have shown in the introduction,
no longer will it necessarily be the case that a simple mul
tiplicative function will relate the response times ofolder
to younger adults across tasks even though the correct
model of slowing (i.e., the latent model) is a common,
multiplicative one when the process durations are con
stant. A simple example can indicate what is happening
when the process durations vary from trial to trial. Spe
cifically, consider again the two-process parallel network
in Figure 5. However, assume now that process X I is en
dogenous, whereas process x2 is exogenous. Participants
are run in two tasks, Task 1 and Task 2.

To begin, consider just Task 1. Suppose that the dura
tion Xl of process xI is exponential with rate parameter
VI-that is,f(xI) = vIe-v,I-and suppose that the dura
tion X2 of process x2 is a constant equal to v 2. Since it is
assumed that the latent multiplicative model of common
slowing is the correct one ('Pi = BX), the duration ofpro-

various tasks. More formally, let Go(V,E) be the PERT
network used to represent older adults' performance, and
let Gy(V,E) be the PERT network used to represent
younger adults' performance within a particular task. Let
J0 represent the time that younger adults take to execute
process xi (recall that previously J0 was used to represent
the time that the faster cohort takes to execute process xi;
this shift in the interpretation of the variable applies
throughout the remainder of the article). Let B represent
a random slowing factor that modifies proportionately
and identically the duration ofall latent processes on any
given trial (the randomness reflects, perhaps, varying
levels ofattention among older adults, something that fluc
tuates much more with age; Summala & Mikkola, 1994).
And let 'Ij represent the time that older adults take to ex
ecute process xi (note the same shift in the interpretation
of this variable as was noted immediately above). Then,

THEOREM 1. For each task, suppose that Go(V,E) and
Gy(V,E) are identical PERTnetworks, that Xl"" 'Xn are
all endogenous, that 'Pi = BJ0forj = 1, ... .n, and that B,
Xl' ... 'Xn are mutually independent. Then E[0] = ,8E[Y]
regardless of the task, where E[B] = ,8. (This theorem
and the remaining theorems and corollaries are summa
rized in Table 3.)

The proof appears in Appendix A. A simple example
can illustrate the utility ofTheorem 1. Specifically, sup
pose a network with two parallel processes (Figure 5) were
to govern the behavior ofolder and younger adults in one
task, and suppose an entirely different network-say, an
incomplete Wheatstone bridge (Figure 4)-were to gov
ern the behavior ofolder and younger adults in a second
task. And suppose that the duration ofeach process in the
older adults' network can he written as a multiple of the
duration of the corresponding process in the younger
adults' network, where this multiple remains constant
across processes (i.e., the latent slowing function is a com
mon, multiplicative one). Then as long as all the processes
are endogenous, one and the same function will relate the
molar response times ofolder to younger adults across the
two tasks (i.e., both the molar and the latent slowing func
tions will be the same multiplicative constant). More gen
erally, no matter how complex the architecture, if the la
tent slowing function is a common, multiplicative one, the

Table 3
Summary of Theorems and Corollaries

Theorem I: no resource constraints and common multiplicative slowing function (durations)
~ molar multiplicative model of general slowing

Theorem 2: resource constraints and common multiplicative slowing function (rates)
~ molar multiplicative model of general slowing

'Theorem 3: linear independence and molar multiplicative model of general slowing
~ latent multiplicative model of common (but not process-specific) slowing

Theorem 4: iterative tasks and molar multiplicative model of general slowing
~ latent multiplicative model of common (or process-specific) slowing

Theorem 5: no resource constraints and common information loss slowing function
~ molar power model of general slowing

Corollary I: no resource constraints, dependent process durations, and common multiplicative
slowing function (durations)

~ molar multiplicative model of general slowing
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cess xI for the older adults is exponential with rate pa
rameter v/f3, f3 > 1; the duration of process Xz does not
change (e.g., the stimulus onset asynchrony, or SOA, does
not change as a function ofage). Then, the expected time
E[YI ] for the younger adults to respond in Task 1 can be
shown to equal

E[YI ] = vz(1 - e- V 1V 2) + (vz + ~I )(e- V 1V 2) . (10)

And the expected time E[Od for the older adults to re
spond in Task 1 can be shown to equal

(
VIV2) f3 ( VIV2)

E[Od = vzl - e-T + (Vz + v)e-T. (11)

Next, consider Task 2. Assume that in Task 2 the dura
tion ofprocess x I is delayed so that for the younger adults
it is exponentially distributed with rate parameter VI/a,
a> 1. The duration ofprocess XI for the older adults will
now be exponentially distributed with rate parameter
vl/(af3); again, since process Xz is exogenous, the dura
tion of this process does not change. Similar to what is
shown above, in Task 2 the expected response time E[Yz]
for the younger adults and the expected response time
for the older adults E[Oz] are computed as follows:

E[Yz] = V2(1 - e-V~2) + (Vz + ~)(e-v~1 (12)

(
VIV2) af3 ( VIV2)

E[Oz] = Vz 1 - e- ap + (vz + v;- )\e- ap . (13)

It follows simply that when one or more processes are
exogenous, in general it will not be the case that the re
sponse times ofolder adults can be expressed as the same
multiple of the response times of younger adults across
tasks (i.e., E[Od/E[Yd :t E[Oz]/E[Yz]), even though the
latent multiplicative model of common slowing governs
behavior. For example, in Figure 5, if VI = Vz = 1 and a =
f3 = 2, thenE[Od/E[Yd = 1.62 andE[Oz]/E[Yz] = 1.86.

The number of published studies in which it appears
that the model ofgeneral slowing may have been falsely
rejected is presumably reasonably small, in part because
only recently has there been a serious attempt to investi
gate in detail alternatives to the model ofgeneral slowing.
However, caution is still required. For example, the authors
of one recent study undertook a meta-analysis of the re
sults from 15 semantic priming experiments (Laver &
Burke, 1993). They concluded that the slowing was not
general. This may indeed be the case at the molar level.
But, semantic priming experiments such as Laver and
Burke analyzed typically include an exogenous process,
the interval oftime between the presentation ofthe prime
and the target. As has been argued above, the molar model
of slowing need not be a general, multiplicative one even
though the latent model of slowing is a common, multi
plicative one if the network governing performance in
cludes one or more exogenous processes. Thus, the results

from the studies of semantic priming could well be con
sistent with a latent model of common slowing in which
all processes are slowed identically, even though they are
not consistent with a molar model of general slowing.

Resource Constraints

Just as it would appear to be unrealistic to assume that
performance in all (or even most) tasks can be represented
in simple serial or parallel networks, so too it would ap
pear to be unrealistic to assume that the rate at which a
given process is being executed is independent ofthe other
processes executing at the same time. Rather, if there ex
ists a fixed capacity, then every time a process is com
pleted the capacity may be redistributed, and, as a conse
quence, the work rates may be set anew. For example, in
a visual search task, the available capacity may be di
vided initially among all of the stimuli in the display. If
there were four stimuli and four total resources, each stim
ulus could be allocated initially one unit of resources,
and the work rate could be computed accordingly. How
ever, as soon as it is determined that one of the stimuli is
not the target, the available capacity can be redistributed
among the remaining stimuli (Townsend & Ashby, 1983,
pp. 138-139). In the present visual search example, this
would mean that the four resources should now get redis
tributed among three stimuli, presumably increasing
thereby the rate at which the processing ofeach stimulus
can be completed. This resetting reflects a not unreason
able reallocation of resources that might occur as one
process goes offline (and perhaps other processes come
on line).

This same interpretation of the relation between re
sources, work rates, and processing time can be used to
explain the differences in younger and older adults' per
formance. Specifically, ifolder adults have fewer resources
than younger adults do, they will work on a given process
more slowly and thus take longer to complete the process.
An example can indicate more concretely what might hap
pen. Suppose it requires 10 units of work by both older
and younger adults to complete a task. And suppose that
younger adults have 10 total resources, each ofwhich can
be used to complete one unit ofwork per second, whereas
older adults have only 5 total resources. Then younger
adults can complete the task in I sec, whereas older adults
require a full 2 sec.

The question, then, is just how the existence ofresource
constraints will affect the relation between the latent and
molar models ofslowing. There are many different ways
one might model resource constraints that capture the
dependence ofwork rates (and therefore processing times)
on the resource constraints. Goldstein and Fisher (1992)
have recently suggested a method that is fairly general
and can be used to better understand the relation between
the latent and molar models. In order to explain their
method, it will be necessary to describe very briefly what
they have called an order-of-processing (OP) diagram
(Fisher & Goldstein, 1983). An example should speed the
explanation. In particular, suppose that two processes, x I
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Related (Reciprocal) Latent and
Molar Slowing Functions

Clearly, the introduction of resource constraints can
greatly complicate the mathematics of the underlying la
tent model. However, in many cases, this additional com
plication will not change the relation between the latent
and molar models. Specifically, assume that the work re
quired to complete the processes in a task has the same
distribution for younger adults that it has for older adults;
that is, assume that P(Wo ~ w) = P(Wy ~ w), where Wo
is the random vector ofolder adult work requirements, Wy
is the random vector ofyounger adult work requirements,
and W is a vector of non-negative constants. And, assume
that the rate at which older adults work on a particular

where v(j,k,h) = 0 if process xj is not in the current set
of state Sh

k
(see Townsend & Ashby for a related formula

tion; 1983, pp. 77-79).
This formulation leads directly to the desired restric

tions on resources. For example, consider the rate at which
work is completed on the processes current in state s, of
Figure 6b. Since two processes (x] and x.) are competing
for resources in this state, the associated work rates,
v( 1,I ,h) and v(2, 1,h), might well be much slower than the
work rates when either process x2 (in state s2) or process
x, (in state s3) is executed by itself. This dependence of
the work rates on the particular set ofprocesses executing
in a state is easily handled in the resource model outlined
above, since the work rates v(j,k,h) are a function of the
state in which processing is ongoing.

variable, where ffj = Jo'lvj(t)dt and where the rate Vj(t)
changes only when a transition is made from one state to
the other. Let the complete set of work requirements be
represented by the random vector W = (WJ,··· ,J¥,,)' (the
prime indicates that the list of variables that occurs be
tween the parentheses is a column vector). The work
done on thejth process in the kth state of the hth path in
the OP diagram is equal to the product of the rate v(j,k,h)
at which work proceeds on the process times the duration
Thk ofthe state, where the rate parameter v(jjc,h) is a func
tion of the process Xj and the first k states along path h.
[Note that here h is used to index paths in the OP diagram,
whereas above it was used to index paths in a PERT net
work; here k is used to index the states along a path in the
OP diagram, whereas above it was used to index processes
along a path in the PERT network; and here n(h) refers
to the number ofstates along a path h in the OP diagram,
whereas above it was used to index the number of pro
cesses on a path in the PERT network. The intended use
will be clear from the context.] Thus, for example, if an
individual can do work at the rate of 5 units/sec on a par
ticular process in a particular state, and if the state is 5 sec
in duration, the work done is 25 units. More generally,
the ffj work done on the jth process along all states on the
hth path can be written as follows:

(14)
n(h)

~ = Lv(j,k,h)T"k'
k='

(b)

(a)

and x2' are executing in parallel (Figure 6a). At any mo
ment in the unfolding of the network over time, it is pos
sible to partition these two processes into one of three
sets: the preactive, current, and completed sets. The pre
active set contains the processes that have not yet started
executing; the current set contains the processes that are
now executing; and the completed set contains the pro
cesses that have finished executing. Together, each par
tition forms a state in the OP diagram. Arcs connect states
that directly follow one another in time.

For example, the OP diagram representation ofthe two
parallel processes is represented in Figure 6b. Processes
in the current set ofa state are placed in the upper half of
the state. Processes in the completed set are placed in the
lower half. Processes in the preactive set can be obtained
by subtraction and so are not listed. At the outset (state s,),
both processes are current, and so both are listed above
the horizontal line in the first state (s,). No processes are
preactive (both processes x, and x2 begin executing imme
diately). No processes are completed. After some time,
either process x] or process x, will finish. If'process x, fin
ishes first, a new partition (state) comes into existence.
Specifically, now process x I is in the completed set (below
the horizontal line in state s2), and process x2 remains in
the current set (above the horizontal line in state s2)' The
remaining states in the OP diagram are constructed sim
ilarly. Note that the process that finishes when a transi
tion is made between two states is listed beside (beneath
or above) the arc connecting the two states.

The gist of the Goldstein and Fisher (1992) implemen
tation ofresource constraints can now be made clear. Spe
cifically, they assume that the work rfj required in order
to complete each process xj with duration~ is a random

Figure 6. A two-process parallel PERT network (a) and corre
sponding OP diagram (b).
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process xj in a particular state k having been reached along
a particular path h is slowed by a proportion fJ that is in
dependent of the process, task, and path; that is, assume
that vo(j,k,h) = fJv/j,k,h), fJ< I for all processes, states,
and paths. The resource allocation policies of the older
and younger adults are identical in this case. That is, the
proportion of the total resources allocated to each pro
cess in a given state (as indexed by the ratio of the rate of
a given process to the sum ofthe rates ofall processes exe
cuting in the specified state) is the same for both older
and younger adults.

Note that the type of slowing function that we are pro
posing for resource-constrained networks can still (con
veniently) be referred to as a common, multiplicative la
tent slowing function. However, in this context (where
resources are constrained), to say that the latent slowing
function is a common, multiplicative one is to imply that
the work rates of the older adults are decreased by some
proportion fJless than one (across all processes, states, and
paths), whereas in the previous context (where resources
were not constrained), to say that the latent slowing func
tion is a common, multiplicative one is to imply that the
process durations of older adults are increased by some
proportion fJgreater than one (across all processes).

If the preceding assumptions about the relation be
tween the work rates and distribution ofwork requirements
ofyounger and older adults hold, if all processes used to
represent a task are endogenous ones arranged in a PERT
network, and if the networks for the older and younger
adults are the same within tasks, it can be shown that the
older adults' response times can be written as a multiple
of the younger adults' response times, regardless ofhow
the resources are distributed among the processes in each
state. More formally,

THEOREM 2. For each task, suppose that Go(V,E) and
Gy(V,E) are identical PERTnetworks, that Xl' ... ,xn are
all endogenous, that P(Wo ~ w) = P(Wy ~ w), and that
vo(j,k,h) = fJv/j,k,h), fJ< 1,for all processesj, states k,
andpaths h. Then E[O] = fJ-lE[Y], regardless ofthe task.

The proof appears in Appendix B. An extension of an
example at the end of the previous section can illustrate
the utility of this theorem. In particular, assume that the
network governing the performance ofolder and younger
adults is parallel in one task (Figure 5) and an incomplete
Wheatstone bridge in another (Figure 4). Assume that
older adults must do the same work as must younger adults
to complete each process. Assume that the work rates
change only when a process finishes. And assume that the
older adults complete the work on any given process in
a particular state at some common reduced rate because
they have access to fewer total resources. Then, as long
as all processes are endogenous, across the two tasks one
factor will relate the overall response times of older to
younger adults, and the reciprocal of this factor will re
late the work rates ofolder to younger adults. More gen
erally, no matter how complex the architecture, if the as
sumptions ofTheorem 2 are satisfied, and, in particular,

if the latent slowing factor (in this case, the factor that
reduces the rate at which work proceeds on a particular
process in a particular state) is a common, multiplicative
one, the molar slowing factor will be equal to the recipro
cal of the latent slowing factor as long as all processes
are endogenous.

Unrelated Latent and Molar Slowing Functions
Consider what happens if we relax the assumptions in

Theorem 2. In particular, consider what happens if the
work requirements of the older and younger adults are not
identical in at least one task. For example, consider two
tasks, each with three processes arranged in series. As
sume that the work requirements ofthe older and younger
adults are identical in the first task. Then, by Theorem 2,
E[Od = fJ-lE[Yd. Now, assume for the sake of simplie
ity that the older adults require a times as much work in
order to complete the three processes in the second task.
Then, E[02] = afJ-lE[Y2].Clearly, the proportionate slow
ing of the overall response times of the younger adults in
the first task (by a factor of fJ-l) does not equal the pro
portionate slowing in the second task (afJ-l).

Finally, consider what can happen if the work rates
change at times other than the completion ofa process (i.e.,
other than the transition between states in the OP dia
gram). Intuitively, ifall work rates are lengthened by the
same amount throughout the duration ofa state, the pro
cess that finishes first in a particular state in the OP dia
gram for a given assignment ofwork rates is the same in
the cohort without a reduction in work rates as it is in the
cohort with a reduction in work rates. Thus, the probabil
ity that a particular path is taken remains the same for the
two cohorts, and the state durations are lengthened by
the reciprocal ofthe work rate in the slower cohort. How
ever, if the work rates change sometime in the middle of
a state, the state durations of one cohort no longer bear
the neat relation to the state durations of the related co
hort. For example, consider a task with just one process
and a work requirement of 10 units. Since there is only
one process, there is only one state in which a process is
current in the OP diagram. Assume that, during the first
second, 5 units can be completed [v/t) = 5, 0 ~ t ~ I].
And assume that, during the next 5 sec, the remaining 5
units can be completed [vy(t) = 1, 1 < t]. Thus, the state
(and task) duration is 6 sec. Now, suppose that for the older
cohort we decrease the work rates by 50% [vo(t) = 2.5,
o~ t ~ 1; vo(t) = .5, I < t]. Then, during the first second,
2.5 units can be completed. During the remaining 15 sec,
the final 7.5 units can be completed. Thus, the state (task)
has a total duration of 17.5 sec, far more than double the
state (task) duration when the work rates are not reduced.

Dependencies
As a final possibility, consider the relation between

molar and latent models when dependencies exist among
the process durations. Above, it was assumed that the du
rations of the processes were mutually independent.
Clearly such will not always be the case. For example, if



a subject's attention wanders during a trial, one would
expect the durations of several of the latent processes to
be lengthened during that trial. Similarly, ifa subject were
generally alert on one day, but not on a second day, one
would expect the durations ofa subset of the processes to
be relatively short on the first day and relatively long on
the second. Note that unlike in the previous section, we
are assuming here (and until stated otherwise) that there
are no resource constraints. Thus, the latent slowing func
tion applies to the process durations ofthe younger adults
(and not the work rates).

Identical Latent and Molar Slowing Functions
First, we want to allow for the possibility that the du

ration ofone or more processes depends on the durations
of some other processes. Let X be the random vector (Xl'
... ,Xn )' . And let L be the covariance matrix, where some
ofthe off-diagonal entries in the covariance matrix are not
equal to zero (implying that the durations of some pro
cesses are dependent). Second, we want to allow for the
possibility that separate covariance matrices might gov
ern the behavior of older and younger adults. Let L o be
the covariance matrix for older adults and let L y be the co
variance matrix for younger adults. Then, regardless ofthe
nature or complexity ofthe dependencies that might exist
among the process durations, as long as the covariance
matrices ofthe older and younger adults are identical, the
molar and latent slowing functions are identical. More
formally,

COROLLARY 1. For each task, suppose that GoU';E)
and Gy(V,E) are identical PERTnetworks, that Xl"" 'Xn

are all endogenous, that 'P) = BJ0, that Lo and L y are
identical, and that B is mutually independent ofJ0 for
j = 1, ... .n. Then E[O] = 13E[y], regardless of the task
where E[B] = 13.

The prooffollows directly from Theorem 1 and is left
as an exercise for the reader. Note that this corollary gen
eralizes Theorem 1. In particular, in tasks in which the du
ration of one process depends on the duration of some
other process, ifthe latent slowing function is a common,
multiplicative one, the molar slowing function will be a
general, multiplicative one. However, we need to be care
ful to ensure that the pattern of dependencies among the
process durations are identical for older and younger adults.

Different Latent and Molar Slowing Functions
Consider what happens if we relax the assumptions in

Corollary 1. Specifically, consider what happens ifa dif
ferent set of dependencies govern the durations of the
constituent processes. A simple example can indicate why
it is important to make sure whenever possible that the
dependencies are similar. Suppose that two processes are
in parallel and that each process takes I sec with proba
bility 1/2 and 2 sec with probability 1/2. Assume that the
durations ofthe processes are independent for the younger
adults. Then, the expected time to complete both processes
(i.e., the last finishing process) is 1.75 sec. Now, assume
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that the durations of the two processes are dependent
among the older adults. Specifically, assume that the two
processes each take 1.1 sec with probability 1/2 and
2.2 sec with probability 1/2. Thus, the average duration
ofeach process has increased from 1.5 sec in the younger
adults to 1.65 sec in the older adults. However, the ex
pected time to complete both processes for the older adults
(1.65 sec) is less than the expected time to complete both
processes for the younger adults (1.75 sec). Thus, when
dependencies exist among the process durations, the re
sponse times of the older adults could well be less than
the response times ofthe younger adults in any given task,
even though the networks governing the performance of
the older and younger adults' behavior are identical and
the average durations of the individual processes in the
older adults' network are longer than the average durations
ofthe individual processes in the younger adults' network.

LOGICAL ANALYSES:
FALSE POSITIVE DECISIONS

In the preceding section, we assumed that we knew the
identity of the latent slowing function and then derived
the identity of the molar slowing function. From this, we
could determine when we might expect falsely to reject
the latent model of common slowing if we based our re
jection solely on the knowledge that the molar model of
general slowing was not the correct one. In this section,
we want to assume that we know the identity ofthe molar
slowing function and then attempt to derive the identity
of the latent slowing function(s). From this, we will be
able to determine when we might expect falsely to ac
cept the latent model of common slowing ifwe based our
acceptance solely on the knowledge that the molar model
of general slowing was the correct one.

Unique Common Latent Slowing Function
Just as we needed to assume something about the

structure of the underlying network, the nature of the re
source constraints, and the dependencies among the pro
cess durations before we could make any progress relat
ing the latent to the molar slowing function, so too we will
need to assume something about the structure of the un
derlying network, the nature of the resource constraints,
and the dependencies among the process durations be
fore we can make any progress relating the molar to the
latent slowing functions. To begin, we want to assume
that for each ofm tasks the network is serial, there are no
resource constraints, and the process durations are inde
pendent. And we want to assume that the number of
unique latent processes is less than or equal to the number
of tasks. Specifically, let N; represent the set oflatent pro
cesses in task i. Let n in this context represent the num
ber of unique processes in the union of sets N[, ... ,Nm .

For example, suppose that there are 5 tasks, where Task 1
was composed of latent processes Xl' x3' and x4' Task 2
was composed of latent processes x 2 and x4' Task 3 was
composed ofprocesses xl and x-, Task 4 was composed of
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processes xz, X3' and x., and Task 5 was composed ofpro
cesses x 1 and x 4' Then n = 4 and m = 5.

If these very general conditions are satisfied, and if
the molar slowing function is a general, multiplicative one,
we can specify under what circumstances the latent func
tion will necessarily be a common, multiplicative one. Let
)1ij represent the expected duration ofprocess Xj in task i,
where u., = 0 if process xj is not present in task i. Let A
represent the m X n matrix [)1;) of process durations.
Then, if the columns ofthe process duration matrix A are
linearly independent, the latent slowing function must be
a common, multiplicative one:

THEOREM 3. Suppose thatE[Oa = f3E[f;] for all m tasks,
that 'Pj = /3jJ0for all n unique processes xl' .. , ,xn ' and
that the rank ofA is equal to n, m ~ n. Further,for each
task, suppose that GoU-:E) and G/V,E) are identical se
rial networks and that the n processes are all endogenous.
Then only the latent model ofcommon slowing is consis
tent with the molar model ofgeneral slowing; that is, the
molar model ofgeneral slowing implies /3j = f3 for all j.

The proof is in Appendix C. Computationally, it is easy
to determine whether the columns of the process dura
tion matrix are linearly independent and therefore whether
the latent model ofcommon slowing is the only one con
sistent with a molar model of common slowing. Practi
cally, the difficulties in applying this theorem may come
in estimating the expected durations of each of the n
unique latent processes. Fortunately, we can easily recog
nize many of the experiments in which there is a good
chance that the columns ofthe process duration matrix are
linearly dependent and therefore both a latent model of
common slowing and a latent model of process-specific
slowing are consistent with a molar model of general
slowing. In this case, one cannot logically infer that the
only latent slowing function consistent with the molar
slowing function is a common one. Rather latent slowing
functions could be consistent with the molar slowing func
tion which are process specific. This problem is similar
to both the nonidentifiability of parallel and serial mod
els in reaction time studies (Townsend, 1972) and the
nonidentifiability of certain alternative state models in
learning and memory studies (Greeno & Steiner, 1964).
Often, models that reflect very different ways ofprocess
ing information cannot be differentiated on the basis of
one or more summary statistics.

Equivalent Common and Process-Specific
Slowing Functions

The types of tasks in which one might find that a latent
model of process-specific slowing could mimic a latent
model of common slowing were first described by Fisk
and Fisher (1994) and later elaborated upon by Hale et al.
(1995). One such example task was described in the intro
duction. We now want to generalize the example. Briefly,
suppose that each of the m tasks requires the execution
ofall n unique processes. And suppose that the durations

of the latent processes in one task are proportional to the
durations ofthe latent processes in any other task; that is,

/ / .., 1 .., 1
)1ij )1;'j = )1ij' )1i'j"j,j = , ... ,n, 1,1 = , ... ,m, as-
suming that processes j and j' occur in both tasks i and
i', This might occur if in each task the entire set of latent
processes needed to be repeated several times in order to
complete the task, the exact number of repetitions being
the characteristic that differentiated one task from an
other. Hale et al. refer to such tasks as iterative tasks. Then,
for an iterative set of tasks, the latent model of process
specific slowing can be made to predict the same relation
between the overall response times ofolder and younger
adults as does the latent model of common slowing.
Specifically,

THEOREM 4. Suppose that E[OJ = f3E[YJ for all m
tasks, that 'Pj = f3J J0 for all n unique latent processes xl'
... ,xn' and that the tasks are iterative. Further, for each
task, suppose that Go(V,E) and G/V,E) are identical se
rial networks each with n latent processes, and that the n
processes are all endogenous. Then both a latent model of
process-specific and a latent model ofcommon slowing
are consistent with the molar model ofgeneral slowing.

The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix D. An
example can give some substance to Theorem 4. In partic
ular, assume that there are three tasks. Additionally, as
sume that the time E[Y;] on the average that it takes
younger adults to respond in task i is equal to the sum of
the average duration E[Y;e] of the central processes plus
the average duration E[Y;p] of the peripheral processes;
that is, E[Y;] = E[Y;e] + E[Y;p]. Set E[Y;e] = li900 and
E[Y;p] = Ii 100, where Ii = i, i = 1, 2, 3. Finally, set f3 = 2,
f3e = 1, and f3p = 11, where f3 is the common slowing fac
tor in the molar model ofgeneral slowing (E[O;] = f3E[Y;])
and where /3e and f3p are, respectively, the central and pe
ripheral process slowing factors in the latent model of
process-specific slowing (E[O;] = f3eE[Y;e] + f3pE[Y;p]).
Then, Task 1 takes 1,000 msec for the younger adults
(900 + 100). If the molar model ofgeneral slowing is the
correct one, it should take 2(900 + 100) = 2,000 msec
for the older adults. And if the latent model of process
specific slowing is the correct one, it should take 1(900) +
11(100) = 2,000 msec also for the older adults (Table 4).
Similarly, it is clear that in Tasks 2 and 3 the predictions
of the models ofgeneral and process-specific slowing are
identical.

Other authors have shown that a latent multiplicative
model of process-specific slowing can be rewritten as a
molar linear model of general slowing. For example, as
noted earlier, CerelIa (1985) shows that the negative inter
cept sometimes seen when molar linear models of gen
eral slowing are fit to older and younger adults' response
times can arise from a particular form of a latent multi
plicative model of process-specific slowing. However,
the emphasis in his (and others') work has not been on
the potential for falsely accepting a model of general
slowing when it should be rejected.



Table 4
Predictions of General and Process-Specific Models

RTs

Old

Processes Young General Specific

Task I

Central 900 1,800 900
Peripheral 100 200 1,100
Total 1,000 2,000 2,000

Task 2
Central 1,800 3,600 1,800
Peripheral 200 400 2,200
Total 2,000 4,000 4,000

Task 3

Central 2,700 5,400 2,700
Peripheral 300 600 3,300
Total 3,000 6,000 6,000

STATISTICAL ANALYSES:
FALSE POSITIVE DECISIONS

Above, it was assumed that we knew whether the molar
model of slowing was or was not a general one. Ofcourse,
we generally do not know this and must, instead, test this
assumption. We want now to talk briefly about how one
might construct an appropriate test. The molar linear mod
els of general slowing are typically analyzed by plotting
the response times ofolder adults against those ofyounger
adults and determining the percentage of variance ex
plained by the best fitting line. However, as noted in the
introduction, this type of analysis can easily lead to the
decision falsely to accept the molar model ofgeneral slow
ing on the basis of the very good fit of such a model. As
one possible alternative analysis, it seems straightfor
ward enough to regress the response times ofolder adults
on the response times of younger adults in each task and
then compare the regression parameters across tasks
(Myerson, Wagstaff, & Hale, 1994). However, here the
independent variable (the response time ofyounger adults)
is random and will almost certainly contain some mea
surement errors. This may create problems for the pro
posed analysis (Neter & Wasserman, 1974, pp. 168-169;
although see Myerson et al., 1994). Thus, an alternative
test may be required. One very general test is described
immediately below. This test, unlike other more simple
tests, can be used to estimate the actual slowing functions
of various of the constituent processes that might other
wise not be available for inspection.

It is easiest to explain the alternative test in the context
of a particular example analysis. We want to use the re
sults from a memory search task reported by Salthouse
and Somberg (1982; adapted from Sternberg, 1969).
Briefly, in the memory search task, participants were
given a list ofeither one or four digits to memorize at the
start of each trial. The digits were then erased from the
screen, and after a short interval of time a new target digit
appeared. Subjects were asked to indicate whether the tar-
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get digit was or was not in the memory set and, in the con
dition requiring a complex response, to identify the target
digit. Finally, the target digit was displayed in either an
intact or a degraded condition.

To implement the test, we first need to construct a latent
model ofprocessing for the younger and older adults. Such
a model has already been developed (Sternberg, 1969).
Specifically, it is assumed that the participants initially en
code the target stimulus, then compare this stimulus one at
a time with all memory set stimuli, and finally respond.
(Note that the response times are collapsed across target
present and target absent trials, so that there is no need for
a stage representing the target present or target absent con
ditions.) Second, one must test this latent information
processing model in each cohort. Again, the model has
been tested across a wide range ofexperiments and cohorts
(e.g., Eriksen, Hamlin, & Daye, 1973; Sternberg, 1969).
Finally, one needs to determine whether a molar model of
general slowing or a latent model ofprocess-specific slow
ing better captures the affects ofaging on performance. In
order to make this last determination, one needs to predict
performance in each ofthe relevant conditions. In this con
text, a molar model ofgeneral slowing and a latent model
of common slowing make identical predictions (Theo
rem 1). Thus, below we will be comparing the fit of the
latent models of common and process-specific slowing.

The predictions for the two latent models can now be
derived quite simply. For younger adults, let Ee , Ce , and
R, be the durations of, respectively, the encoding stage at
level e (e = 0 if intact, e = 1 if degraded), the compari
son stage at level c (c = 0 ifone stimulus is in the mem
ory set, C = 1 if four stimuli are in the memory set), and
the response stage at level r (r = 0 if the response is sim
ple, r = 1 if the response is complex). Then, if the latent
multiplicative model of slowing is a common one, the
average time that it takes younger and older adults to re
spond can be written as follows:

E[Yecr] = E[Ee + Cc + Rr],

E[Yecr] = E[f3(Ee + C; + Rr)]· (15)

However, if the latent multiplicative model of slowing is
a process-specific one, then

E[Yecr] = E[Ee + Cc + Rr],

E[Oecr] = E[f3e E, + f3c Cc + f3r RrJ. (16)

To determine whether the latent model of process
specific slowing explains significantly more variance in
the response times than the latent model of common slow
ing explains, we now need to estimate the relevant param
eters. Specifically, if the latent model ofcommon slowing
is the correct one, we need to estimate six parameters:
the slowing factor f3 and the expected durations, respec
tively, ofthe intact and degraded decoding times, the sim
ple and complex response times, and the single-stimulus
comparison time (note that the time to compare four stim
uli is equal to four times the time it takes to compare a
single stimulus). Salthouse and Somberg (1982) do not re-



(19)
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port the means for all eight conditions for both younger
and older adults. Instead, for each cohort, they report
only six means-in particular, the mean times in the in
tact and degraded conditions, in the small (one stimulus)
and large (four stimuli) memory set size conditions, and
in the mean simple and complex response conditions. The
six predictions of these means for each cohort of older
and younger adults can easily be obtained from Equa
tion IS above. Let °0 .. be the time on the average in the
intact encoding condition; let 01 .. be the time on the av
erage in the degraded encoding condition; and so on.
Then,

E[Oooo] + E[Oood + E[OolO] + E[0011]
E[Oo.. ] = 4' . (17)

And so on. Parameter values were chosen which minimize
the error sum of squares SSE(CS) for the latent model of
common slowing:

1 1

SSE(CS) = r(Oe.. -E[Oe ..])2 + r(Oc. -E[Oc.])2
e=O c=O

1 1

+r(O.r -E[0.r])2 + r(ye.. -E[Ye ..Ji
r=O e=O

1 1

+r(y c. -E[Y c.])2 + r(Y. r -E[y. r])2.
c=O r=O

(18)

If the latent model of process-specific slowing is the
correct one, we need to estimate eight parameters: both
the slowing factors f3e' f3c' and f3r for, respectively, the en
coding, comparison, and response processes, and the ex
pected durations of, respectively, the intact and degraded
encoding times, the simple and complex times, and the
single-stimulus comparison time. The six predictions are
obtained from Equation 16. Parameter values were cho
sen which minimize the error sum of squares SSE(PSS)
for the process-specific model.

We can now determine whether the fit of the latent
model ofprocess-specific slowing is significantly better
than the fit of the latent model of common slowing. Let
df(CS) equal the degrees offreedom for the latent model
of common slowing: df(CS) = 12 - 6. And let df(PSS)
equal the degrees of freedom for the latent model of
process-specific slowing: df(PSS) = 12 - 8. Then, the sta
tistic (Neter & Wasserman, 1974, p. 88, Equation 3.66),

(
SSE(CS) - SSE(PSS»)

ij(CS) - df(PSS)

(
SSE (PSS»)
df(PSS)

has an F distribution with df(CS) - 4[(PSS) degrees of
freedom in the numerator and df(PSS) degrees of free
dom in the denominator if the latent model of common
slowing is the correct one (assuming that the errors are
normally distributed). If this statistic is significant at an

appropriate level, we can reject the latent model ofcom
mon slowing.

With the use of a simple grid search to minimize the
error sum ofsquares, it was found that SSE(CS) = 7,393
and SSE(PSS) = 1,704, yielding an F of 12.16. The
p value is .056. The best fitting values for the slowing co
efficients in the process-specific model were f3e = 1.6,
f3c = 1.5, and f3r = 2.2. The value of the slowing coeffi
cient in the latent model of common slowing was 1.8.
Clearly the range of slowing parameters is reasonable.
Three things are noteworthy. First, the slowing of the re
sponse process is nearly 50% greater than the slowing of
the comparison process (i.e., f3c = 1.5, f3r = 2.2). We would
argue that this is a difference ofconsiderable relative mag
nitude. Second, note that this large difference is com
pletely hidden when just the fit ofthe latent model ofcom
mon slowing is examined. Specifically, the latent model
ofcommon slowing explains fully 98% ofthe variance in
the response times. Thus, it is not at all unlikely that some
one looking at this fit might conclude that the slowing
functions were essentially identical. Finally, note that the
finding ofa greater slowing of the decision and response
processes is consistent with recent results from cognitive
psychological studies (see Bashore, 1993, for a review).

It should be emphasized that care must be taken when
using the above statistic in ways other than that described.
For example, Lorch and Myers (1990) showed that re
peated measures designs with nonorthogonal factors com
plicate the test ofwhether there is or is not an increase in
response times across changes in the level of one of the
experimental factors. In particular, they note an increase
in the number offalse alarms in such designs when stan
dard tests are used and the slope is allowed to vary from
one subject to next. The same increase in false alarms
would be noted ifone were to use the test that we are pro
posing to evaluate the hypothesis upon which Lorch and
Myers focus. However, we are interested in a different
hypothesis. In particular, we want to know whether the
slowing factor is a common one or instead several differ
ent process-specific slowing factors are needed. We used
simulations to determine whether in the test that we are
proposing for a common slowing factor the presence of
variability from one subject to the next in the slowing
function had any effect on the number of false alarms. It
did not. Still, it is clear that more work is needed in order
to determine analytically whether the use of the same
subjects across different levels of a factor compromises
the test that we have proposed.

STATISTICAL ANALYSES:
FALSE NEGATIVE DECISIONS

Above, it was argued that even if a latent model of
common slowing fits very well, it is still necessary to test
a latent model ofprocess-specific slowing. Only by doing
such can one avoid falsely accepting the latent model of
common slowing (and the associated molar model of
general slowing). Here it will be argued that even ifa molar
model of general slowing fits relatively poorly (relative



to a molar model of task-specific slowing), it is still nec
essary to test a latent model of common slowing. In this
case, it is only by doing such that one will avoid falsely
rejecting a latent model of common slowing.

A hypothetical example that addresses this point has
already been presented. In particular, it was shown ear
lier that the multiplicative slowing constant in one task
could easily differ from the multiplicative slowing con
stant in a second task, even though the underlying or la
tent model was a common one. Thus, a molar multiplic
ative model of task-specific slowing provides a better fit
than a molar multiplicative model of general slowing.
However, the slowing constants differed by a relatively
small amount (1.62 in one task, 1.86 in a second task), and
so the effect was not dramatic. Furthermore, observations
were gathered in only two conditions, so that the molar
linear model of general slowing would have explained
all of the variance. Thus, a more convincing example is
called for here.

Fisher et al. (1995) discussjust such an example. Briefly,
they consider two tasks: a double stimulation task like
that run by Pashler and Johnston (1989) and referred to
earlier in our discussion of exogenous processes; and a
standard memory search task. To begin, consider the dou
ble stimulation task. Fisher et al. predict the response
times at the three different SOAs of 50, 100, and ISO msec
and find that the younger adults take, respectively, 352,
379, and 415 msec to respond to the second of two stim
uli. To simulate general slowing, they assume that the
durations of the latent processes in the older adults are
slowed by a factor of two. Doing this, they predict that the
older adults will take 683, 704, and 737 msec at, respec
tively, the three SOAs above (note that the response
times of the older adults are not a simple doubling of the
response times of the younger adults, because of the pres
ence ofexogenous processes in double stimulation tasks).
Now, consider the memory search task, which contains
only endogenous processes. Imagine varying the number u
of items in the memory set and recording response time
for the younger adults at each memory set size. Suppose
that response times of300, 350, and 400 msec are recorded.
Now increase the durations of the three latent processes
by a factor of two. Again vary the number of items in the
memory set and record the response time for the older
adults at each memory set size. Given the model ofmem
ory search in Equation IS, it follows immediately that
response times of 600, 700, and 800 msec will be re
corded. If older adults' response times in the double stim
ulation and memory search task (six conditions alto
gether) are now regressed on younger adults' response
times in these two tasks, using a slowing factor common
to all six conditions (where a is set to zero, since we are
assuming that the molar model is a multiplicative one),
the regression explains just 70% ofthe variance (i.e., the
molar multiplicative model of general slowing explains
just 70% ofthe variance). However,if the regression above
is undertaken with separate slowing factors for the two
tasks, the regression explains 91% of the variance (i.e.,
the molar multiplicative model of task-specific slowing
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explains fully 91% of the variance). Thus, the investiga
tor might be tempted to reject the molar model ofgeneral
slowing and associated latent model of common slow
ing. Yet, by construction, the latent model of common
slowing explains 100% ofthe variance. Thus, as claimed
above, it is necessary to test a latent model of common
slowing even if a molar model of general slowing fits
quite poorly (relatively).

DISCUSSION

The molar slowing function has served a central role
in research on aging, dementia, depression, develop
ment, and intelligence. In particular, logically it has been
assumed that if the molar slowing function is a general
one, the latent slowing function is a common one. Simi
larly, statistically it has been assumed that if the fit of a
general, linear molar slowing function is very good, the
latent slowing function is most likely to be a common one.
We have argued that both these inferences can lead, and
indeed have led, to false positive decisions. Conversely,
it has been assumed that if the molar slowing function is
not a general one, the latent slowing function must be
process-specific. Similarly, it has been assumed that ifthe
fit ofa general, linear molar slowing function is not very
good, the latent slowing function is most likely process
specific. We have argued that both of these inferences
can lead, and again have led, to false negative decisions.

Three issues remain to be addressed at this point. First,
it is important to discuss exactly what actions are needed
in order to avoid false positive and false negative decisions.
Second, it is important to discuss how to use the latent
modeling techniques to test a composite model of cog
nitive slowing where the speeds of individual processes
are assumed to be determined by both general and spe
cific factors. Finally, it is important to discuss, at least
briefly, what needs to be done when the range ofresponse
times is longer than 2,000 msec and something like an
information loss model (Myerson et al., 1990) must be
used to explain the results.

Latent and Molar Models of Slowing
Ideally, investigators could use the molar slowing

function by itself to determine whether the latent slow
ing function was a common or a process-specific one,
since the molar slowing function is relatively simple to
evaluate. The question at this point is what additional tests
are required, if any, in order to avoid the logical and sta
tistical false positiveand false negative decisions described
above. Although the reader could easily infer from the
above just what is required, it is perhaps most straight
forward quickly to summarize the necessary actions.

First, consider false negative decisions. Logically, the
molar slowing function is not by itself sufficient. To see
this, recall that one set of conditions must be satisfied when
there are no resource constraints (Theorem I), a second set
when there are resource constraints (Theorem 2), and still
a third set when there are dependencies among the process
durations (Corollary I). Common to the set of constraints



overall response times by just the same magnitude. How
ever, as we have shown, when the architecture is more
complex (especially one with exogenous processes), there
is no simple relation between the change in the duration
of a given process and the overall response times. Thus,
the method proposed by Madden, Pierce, and Allen (1992)
may be compromised. However, the method proposed in
this article can be used for just the purpose described by
Madden et al. when the architecture is more complex.
Specifically, since numerical estimates of the slowing
functions are obtained, it is a simple matter to rank order
these slowing functions from largest to smallest. How
ever, the statistics that we have described cannot be used
to determine whether a particular parameter is signifi
cantly larger than the average of the slowing functions.
Additional statistical analyses are needed here as well.

Latent Information Loss Slowing Function
Above, the focus has been on molar and latent linear

models ofslowing. As noted there, such models are more
than adequate when the response times lie in the range
0-2,000 msec. More complex models are needed when the
response times are longer than 2,000 msec (Cerella &
Hale, 1994; Cerella et aI., 1980). We now want to shift
focus to these more complex models and, in particular,
to molar power models ofgeneral slowing and the related
latent information loss models ofcommon slowing (Hale
et aI., 1987; Myerson et aI., 1990). Again, although the
models will be taken from the aging literature (because
that is where they are most fully developed), the conclu
sions reached from the study of the relation between the
models apply much more broadly.

In its simplest form, a molar power model of general
slowing has scaling parameters, ~ and 0, that do not de
pend on the task (Hale et aI., 1987):

Myerson et al. (1990) show that this molar power model
ofgeneral slowing can be derived from what they call an
information loss model. In order to make clear what we
mean by such a model, we need briefly to discuss the as
sumptions made by Myerson et al. (1990) about the latent
information loss model. First, they assume that the net
work that represents performance in each and every task
for both the older and younger adults is a simple serial one.
Second, they assume that for younger adults the expected
duration E[Zf] oftheJth step (elementary cognitive unit)
in the series is equal to the quantity D/[/(1 - qy)f], where
/ is the proportion of information available at the outset
of the task (relative to the minimal amount of informa
tion required to perform the task), where D is a constant
equal to the time required to perform the initial step
(f = 0 at the outset) when the proportion / of informa
tion is equal to 1, and where qy is the proportion of in
formation lost at each step. Similarly, they assume that
for older adults the expected duration E[<I>f] of the Jth
step in the series is equal to the quantity D/[/(1 - qo)f].
Third, they assume that the proportion qoof information
lost at each step by older adults is greater than the pro-
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is the assumption that the processes are arranged in a PERT
network. In order to determine that the cognitive network is
indeed a PERT network, one needs at a minimum to under
take the tests proposed by Schweickert and Townsend
(1989; see also Schweickert et aI., 1993). Such tests, while
they do not require a clearly formulated stochastic model
ofthe response times (and the attendant assumptions about
the distributions of the durations of the latent processes),
do require a reasonably extensive factorial manipulation of
the durations of the putative latent processes. Statistically,
it is also not sufficient simply to examine the molar slow
ing function. Now, however, one needs actually to fit both
latent models of common and process-specific slowing to
the response time results to make sure that the poor fit of
the molar model ofgeneral slowing is due to a failure ofthe
common slowing hypothesis.

Next, consider false positive decisions. Logically, it
seems relatively unlikely that one would falsely accept a
molar model of general slowing, since the conditions in
which one could do this are relatively infrequent. That
is, relatively few iterative tasks are such as they are de
fined here (although see Hale et aI., 1995, for a somewhat
broader definition of iterative tasks). However, statisti
cally, the studies analyzed here suggest that a complete
analysis of the slowing of the latent processes will be re
quired in order to avoid falsely accepting the hypothesis
that all processes are slowed identically (proportionately
the same in this context). The complete analysis requires,
as above, a specification ofa fully formulated stochastic
model of response times.

In summary, it would appear that both logical and sta
tistical considerations suggest the need for tests of a la
tent model, either tests of the structure (Schweickert &
Townsend, 1989) or tests ofparticipants' actual behavior
(Fisher & Goldstein, 1983; Goldstein & Fisher, 1991,
1992). These tests are relatively easy to perform as long
as the model of processing has relatively few processes
(Schweickert et aI., 1993). Obviously, the difficulty in
creases as the number of processes increases.

Composite Models of Cognitive Slowing
Investigators have become interested in identifying

which processes are slowed abnormally. Recently, Mad
den, Pierce, and Allen (1992) have described an approach
with which one can identify such processes. Specifically,
they suggest regressing the slower cohort's response times
on the faster cohort's response times. A slowing function
is determined. The raw score ofeach participant in the faster
cohort is then transformed by the slowing function. Fi
nally, an analysis ofvariance is used to analyze the trans
formed scores of the faster cohort and the raw (untrans
formed) scores ofthe slower cohort. Ifthere is a significant
interaction of age with any of the conditions, it is as
sumed that the processes that are manipulated in the rel
evant conditions are slowed significantly more than would
be expected on the basis of the general or average slowing.

Clearly the logic of such a test works well when the
underlying architecture is serial. A change in the dura
tion of a given process by a set magnitude increases the

E[OJ = ~E[YY· (20)
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1,-1 /,+/2-1 /,+ ... +1.-1

= LZ/+ L Z/+ ... + L Z/
/=0 /=1, /=1,+ .. +1._,

I-I

E[y}=E[Zo+",+ZI_I]= L D (21)
/=oI(l-qyi

Similarly, the expected time for older adults to complete
all steps can be written as:

1,+ ... +1.-1

+ ... + /=I'+~+I._, I(I-~yi . (24)

Equation 24 reduces immediately to Equation 21. Thus,
it matters not for the younger adults whether one speaks
in terms ofelemental cognitive units or more general pro
cesses. Identical remarks apply to the older adults.

Logical Analyses: False Negative Decisions
Myerson et al. (1990) prove that if the latent slowing

is governed by a common information loss function, the
molar slowing is determined by a power function. They
assume that the processes are arranged in series, that there
are no resource constraints, and that the duration of one
process is mutually independent of the durations of all
other processes. Here, as above, it is of interest to know
whether the same relation obtains when these assumptions
are relaxed. In particular, it is important to avoid falsely
rejecting the latent information loss model of common
slowing solely on the basis ofthe knowledge that the molar
power model ofgeneral slowing is not the correct one in
situations in which the constraints are not so restrictive.

We want to consider relaxing the assumption that all
processes are arranged in series. Specifically, assume that
the latent processes are arranged in a more general PERT
network (rather than only a straightforward serial net
work) and that the latent slowing function is a common
information loss one. What is really rather surprising is
that, given the satisfaction of some reasonably broad
constraints, the molar power model ofgeneral slowing still
describes performance when the processes are arranged
in this more general network. The constraints include the
same general assumptions as were made in considering
latent multiplicative models: the processes in the net
work governing the performance of younger and older
adults are endogenous, and identical networks describe
the performance ofyounger and older adults in any given
task. Additionally, it must be assumed that the duration
of the elemental step size is a constant (D above). And,
it must be assumed that the effect of changing the level
ofa factor is to increase (or decrease, as the case may be)
the number of elemental steps in the affected processes.
Then, if the latent slowing function is a common infor
mation loss one, it can be shown that the molar slowing
function is a general power one (Appendix E).

Logical Analyses: False Positive Decisions
Above, we discussed the conditions that must obtain if

one is to avoid falsely rejecting a latent information loss
model ofcommon slowing solely on the basis ofthe knowl
edge that the molar power model of general slowing is
not the correct one. Now,we want to discuss the conditions
that must obtain if one is to avoid falsely accepting the la
tent information loss model ofcommon slowing solely on
the basis of the knowledge that the molar power model
of general slowing is the correct one. To undertake such
a discussion, it is necessary to differentiate common and
process-specific models. Although Myerson et al. (1990)
do not indicate exactly how one should modify their latent
information loss model of common slowing to create a la
tent information loss model ofprocess-specific slowing, at
least one modification appears reasonable and straightfor
ward. Specifically, assume that the proportion of informa
tion lost for the older adults varies across at least two pro
cesses (also see Molenaar & van der Molen, 1994). Thus,
instead ofjust one proportion, qo' governing the informa-

(23)

(Note that we could do away with the expectation oper
ator, since all variables are constants; however, the oper
ator will continue to be used here, since it keeps consis
tent the notation throughout.) It follows that the time E[<I>/]
that it takes the older adults to complete thefth step can
be written as a function of the step index/, a slowing con
stant (1 -qy )/( 1- {3qy), and the time E[Z/] that it takes the
younger adults to complete this same step:

( J
/I-q

E[<I>/]= 1-{3;~ E[Zr]'

portion qy of information lost at each step by younger
adults, i.e., qo > qY' Let {3 = qo/qy'

Expressions for younger and older adults' response
times can now be obtained for a latent information loss
model when the processes are arranged in series. Let t
equal the total number of steps. Then, the expected time
for younger adults to complete all t steps if the latent in
formation loss model governs behavior is simply

To keep things simple, the latent slowing function in
Equation 23 will be referred to as a latent information loss
slowing function. In turn, the latent information loss
slowing function will be referred to as a common slow
ing function, because the same constant is raised to a power
across steps (or processes).

Typically, investigators will describe behavior in terms
not ofelemental steps but more general processes. In this
case, one can imagine that process x. consists of'r. steps,
process X2 consists of t2 steps, and so on, where t = t) +
t2 + ... + tn' Then, for the younger adults we can write
Equation 21 as follows:

E[Y] = XI + X 2 +... + X n
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tion loss across processes, there could be as many pro
portions as there were processes. Thus, in Equation 23, f3
would be replaced by f3) in a process-specific model. In
keeping with the relation above between elemental steps
and more general processes, it will be assumed that the
information loss remains constant across steps within a
process. At this point, the relation between the latent and
molar slowing functions can be made clear. The develop
ment will proceed along much the same lines as above.

To begin, assume that the processes in each of m tasks
are arranged in a PERT network and assume that there are
a total of n unique processes along the m critical paths in
each task where m ~ n. To keep things simple, assume that
there is only one step in each precess so that J0 = Z) and
\fj = cD). Let Zijrepresent the expected duration of the jth
process in the ith task. Let A in this context represent the
m X n matrix [Zij] of process durations. Then, if the col
umns of A are hnearly independent, the latent slowing
function must be a common information loss slowing
function (i.e., a process-specific information loss slow
ing function cannot be constructed which is consistent
with the molar information loss model ofgeneral slowing).
The proof is left as an exercise for the reader (in Theo
rem 3, Appendix C, simply replace the vector ofcommon
slowing coefficients with the coefficients in Equation 23
and replace the vector ofprocess-specific slowing coeffi
cients with the process-specific equivalents of the coeffi
cients in Equation 23). Note that here it need not be as
sumed that the PERT network is serial in order to establish
uniqueness. This contrasts with the requirement that the
PERT network be serial in order to establish the unique
ness ofa common multiplicative slowing function when the
molar slowing function is a general, multiplicative one.

Statistical Analyses
Just as logically it is possible falsely to reject or accept

the latent information loss model of common slowing,
so too statistically it is possible falsely to accept or reject
this model. A hypothetical situation in which one might
falsely accept the latent information loss model of com
mon slowing on the basis ofthe good fit ofa molar power
model ofgeneral slowing is well illustrated in Figure 2b.
A situation in which one might falsely reject the latent
information loss model of common slowing on the basis
of the poor fit of a molar power model of general slow
ing can be constructed by using much the same logic as
was used in the relevant earlier section.

CONCLUSION

It has been argued that the current procedures for
identifying the effect ofaging on the slowing of individ
ual cognitive processes need to be expanded (and per
haps replaced). The likelihood that one might falsely re
ject or falsely accept the latent model ofcommon slowing
simply appears too great. Up until recently, the primary
concern has been that the latent model ofcommon slow
ing would wrongly be accepted (Fisk et aI., 1992). In
deed, it was shown above that in a study widely cited as

consistent with the latent model of common slowing
(Salthouse & Somberg, 1982), the latent model ofprocess
specific slowing provides a better fit. And in a study (Fisk
& Rogers, 1991)also cited as consistent with a latent model
of common slowing (Cerelia, 1991), the latent model of
process-specific slowing again provides a significantly
better fit. In agreement with the finding above that a la
tent model of common slowing is inadequate, Hale et al.
(1995) suggest that although the modelmay not work across
all domains, it may be consistent with the results within
particular domains. Given the recent tilt toward domain
specific models in the literature on aging, the primary
concern at this moment is that the latent model ofcommon
slowing may be wrongly rejected if only the fit of this
model (or the molar model of general slowing) within a
domain is analyzed. The same concerns apply equally
well to the attempt to understand the effect of the defin
ing difference between other cohorts (e.g., levels of de
pression) on the slowing of cognitive processes.

The remedy suggested requires a more extensive se
ries of tests than have generally been undertaken. In
particular, the type of latent network must be identified
(Schweickert & Townsend, 1989). Predictions ofresponse
time must then be derived from the latent model and fit
to the various conditions (Goldstein & Fisher, 1992). Al
though the procedures are more elaborate, they have
been used successfully to model behavior in a relatively
broad range of complex tasks (Schweickert et aI., 1993)
and should prove adequate to the task at hand.

The tests have theoretical and practical benefits be
yond those emphasized up to this point. Not only do the
tests make it possible to differentiate reliably between la
tent models of common and process-specific slowing.
But, additionally, in those cases in which the slowing is
process specific, the tests make it possible to identify just
which processes are slowed and by how much. Theoret
ically, one can then potentially identify which neural sys
tems are most affected by the factor differentiating the
cohorts under consideration (Bashore, 1993). And prac
tically, one can then design systems for older adults which
best mediate the effects of the processes most influenced
by the differentiating factor, perhaps even optimizing the
design (Fisher, 1993).

In summary, the preceding analyses suggest that the ar
guments used to support or to reject models of general
slowing need to be reevaluated. Given the clear importance
(both applied and theoretical) ofunderstanding which pro
cesses, if any, in a given cohort are slowed, it seems im
perative that one develop methods that make it possible to
identify clearly the critical processes. It is hoped that the
methods suggested here facilitate this identification.
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APPENDIX A
Latent Linear Slowing Function:

Endogenous Processes

THEOREM I. For each task, suppose that Go(V,E) and Gy(V,E)
are identical PERT networks, that x" ... ,xn are all endogenous,

that 'Pj = BXjfor} = I, .,. .n, and that B, XI' .. , ,Xn are mu
tually independent. Then E[O] = f3E[Y] regardless ofthe task,
where E[B] = 13.

PROOF. Briefly, let the paths in a PERT network be labeled I,
... .p. Let n(h) equal the number of processes on path h. Con
sider now just the younger adults. The sum Xh , + X h,+ ." +
Xh'(h) is equal to the duration of the hth path, where Xh,is the du
ration ofthe kth process on the hth path. The expected response
time for the younger adults is equal to the expected value of the
maximum of the path durations:

E[Y] = E[max{X1, + .,. + XI'(I)'''' ,XPI + ... + Xpn() ]. (25)

Consider next the older adults. The duration 'Pj of each process
in the older adults' network is simply the product BJ0. Thus

E[O] = E[max{BX1, + ... + BX",,), ... , BXPI

+ ... + BXp , () ] . (26)

The coefficient B can be moved outside the maximum operator
on the right-hand side of the equality in Equation 26, in which
case it follows from Equation 25 that E[O] = f3E[Y]. This com
pletes the proof.

APPENDIXB
Latent Linear Slowing Function:

Resource Constraints

THEOREM 2. For each task, suppose that Go(V,E) and Gy( V,E)
are identical PERTnetworks, that x., ... ,xn are all endogenous,
that P(Wo :=; w) = P(Wy :=; w), and that voU,k,h) = f3vyC},k,h),
13 s< 1,[or all processes}, states k, and paths h. Then E[O) =
f3- IE[Y], regardless ofthe task.

PROOF. LetA h equal the duration ofthe hth path in the OP di
agram for younger adults when it is taken. Let P(h) equal the
probability that path h is taken. Then, if there are p paths, the
expected time E[Y] to respond can be written as

P

E[Y]= lE[Ah]P(h).
h='

First, it will be shown that the probability that a particular path
is taken in the OP diagram does not depend on the cohort of
adults under consideration. Goldstein and Fisher (1992) derive
an expression for the probability that path h is followed. The
probability depends on three events. In order to identify these
events, it is necessary to introduce some additional notation. Let
Xh, be the duration of the kth process that is completed along
path h. Define a column vector Xh as follows:

X h = (Xhl, ... , Xh'ih)'- (28)

Without loss ofgenerality, assume that the processes are labeled
in the order in which they are completed along path h. Let Vh be
an n(h) X n(h) matrix, where the entry in row} and column k is
the rate parameter vyC},k,h) (note that this entry is set to zero if
the process) is not in the current set of the kth state along
path h). Define Y to be the random vector [I - Vh(V;Vh)-lVhJXh
and Z to be the random vector (V;Vh)-IV;Xh. The probability
that a path h which begins in state sh

l
is followed can now be

written as (Goldstein & Fisher, 1992):

P(h) = prey = 0 and Z > 0) I(sh
l
is reached)]

X P(Sh
l
is reached). (29)

For older adults, each rate parameter in Vh needs to be multiplied
by 13. Thus, vectors Y and Z become:
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Y = [I - [3Vh([3V;,/3Vh)-I[3V,,]Xh ,

Z = ([3V"[3Vh)-I[3V"Xh. (30)

APPENDIXC
Molar Linear Slowing Function:

Identifiable Latent Models

and for succeeding states,

and for succeeding states,

J.1ln] [b]J.12n b: .:'
J.1mn b

J.112

J.122

J.1m2
[

J.111 J.112

J.121 J.122

J.1ml J.1 m2

THEOREM 3. Suppose that E[OJ = [3E[YJfor all m tasks,
'Pj= [3jXjfor all n unique processes x I' ... ,xn' and that the rank
of A is equal to n, m ~ n. Further,for each task, suppose that
Go( V,E) and G/V,E) are identical serial networks and that the
n processes are all endogenous. Then only the latent model of
common slowing is consistent with the molar model ofgeneral
slowing; that is, the molar model ofgeneral slowing implies
[3j = [3 for all j.

PROOF. It is well known that if the rank ofan m X n matrix is
equal to n, the columns are linearly independent (Hohn, 1964,
p. 153). Furthermore, ifthe columns of a matrix are linearly in
dependent, the inverse of the matrix /\A exists (/\ is the trans
pose ofA; Strang, 1980, p. 109). Let [3 = ([31' ... ,[3nY be a col
umn vector where each component represents a slowing factor,
assuming that at least two such factors are not identical (this vec
tor is associated with the latent model ofprocess-specific slow
ing). Let B = (b, ... ,bY be a column vector where again each
component represents a slowing factor, assuming now, however,
that all such factors are identical (this vector is associated with
the latent model of common slowing). Assume that by suitably
selecting the values of the slowing factors, the latent models of
process-specific and common slowing can be made to predict
the same relation between the response times of older and
younger adults as the molar model ofgeneral slowing. Then, since
each task is a serial one with only endogenous processes, across
tasks we must have

(34)

(33)

This leaves vector Y unchanged, since the [3s cancel. And,
ZI[3> 0 ifand only ifZ > 0 since [3> O. Thus, the probability that
a given path h is taken is the same for the younger and older
adults.

Next it will be shown that the expected duration ofa path for
older adults is equal to [3-IE[A h]. Specifically, consider the
time Ah that it takes younger adults to complete path h in the OP
diagram given that path h is taken. Let Th,be the duration ofthe
kth state along the hth path for younger adults. By construction,

A h = T hl + ... Th"hi' (31)

Then, from Equation 14, we know that for the first state,

WI
Thl = (32)

vy(l,l,h) ,

Since by assumption process k is completed in state k along
path h, we can ignore rate parameters vy(k,k',h), k' > k. Now,
let f h, be the duration of the kth state along path h for the older
adults. Then, similar to Equations 32 and 33, we have for the older
adults

As the induction hypothesis, assume that for k' = 2, ... , k - I,
f h, . = [3-1 Th, .• Substituting f h, . = [3-1Th" into Equation 35, we
obtain

k-I

w" - "j:.vo(k,k;h)[3-Ir;,.
k'-l 'f h == (37)

, vo(k,k,h)

And substituting vo(k,k;h) = [3vy(k,k',h), we can rewrite Equa
tion 37 as:

(39)

which can be written more simply as A[3 = AB. Multiplying
each side by the matrix product (/\A)-I/\ leaves us with the
equation [3= B, a contradiction, since we assumed at the outset
that at least two of the slowing factors in the process-specific
model were not identical to one another (in fact, all must be
identical to one another). It follows that if the assumptions of
Theorem 3 are satisfied, the latent model of common slowing,
but not the latent model of process-specific slowing, is consis
tent with the molar model of general slowing.

APPENDIXD
Molar Linear Slowing Function:
Nonidentifiable Latent Models

THEOREM 4. Suppose that E[O;] = [3E[Yjlforali m tasks, that
'l'j = [3jJ0for all n unique/atentprocesses XI' ... ,xn ' and thatthe
tasks are iterative. Further,for each task, suppose that Go( V,E)
and G/V, E) are identical serial networks each with n latent pro
cesses, and that the n processes are all endogenous. Then both
a latent model ofprocess-specific and a latent model ofcommon
slowing are consistent with the molar model ofgeneral slowing.

PROOF. To see this, note that the fact that the serial networks
are iterative means that the expected baseline duration J.1j of
each process in task i is lengthened by some proportion Y.i. Ifthe
latent model of process-specific slowing is not consistent with
the latent model ofcommon slowing, then, as above, we should

(35)

(36)

k-I

w" - ~>o(k, k; h) f h"
f - k'-I

h, -
vo(k,k,h)

By assumption, vo(k,k;h) = [3v/k,k;h), k' = 1, ... , k - 1.
Thus, Equation 34 can be rewritten as

p-I[w" - 'f. vy(k, k; h )[3-ITh .J
k'-I '

f h == (38)
, v/k,k,h)

where the right-hand side is just [3-1Th, . Therefore, for older
adults, the average time that it takes to complete a path is just
[3-IE[A h]. QED. .
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APPENDIXE
Latent Information Loss Slowing Function

/31Jil + /32Ji2 + ... + /3nJin = /3(Jil + Ji2 + .,. + Jin)' (41)

Thus, the latent model of process-specific slowing and the la
tent model of common slowing can both be made consistent
with a molar model ofgeneral slowing. QED.

(Manuscript received January 20, 1996;
revision accepted for publication August 14, 1996.)

11+···+1n· - 1

+ ... +1=11+~+I"'-1 I(l'=:y)1 . (43)

Now we assumed that the duration of path h* is longest in the
network for younger adults. This implies that the duration of
the path h* in the network for older "adults is also the longest,
since the total number of steps in each process does not change
as a function of age.

The result is that we can write the response times for the
older and younger adults as a function of the number of steps
in the processes on the longest path-say, h*. Specifically,

PROOF. For younger adults, the time Ah" that it takes to com
plete critical path h" is given by the sum (see Equation 24):

E[Y]=XI+X2+···+X."

1*-1

E[O] =L D ,
l=oI(l-%i
/·-1

E[Y]= L D f (44)
l=oI(I-qy)

It follows immediately from Myerson et al. (1990) that the re
sponse times for the older adults can be written as a power func
tion of the response times for younger adults which does not
depend on the upper bound ofsummation; that is, as t* is var
ied, the relation between E[O] and E[Y] is well approximated
by the power function E[O] = 'E[Y] <5.

Now, suppose that a second task is considered, one in which
the number of steps in critical process Xj has been increased by
some constant number-say a-for both the older and younger
adults. For example, one might manipulate a factor that influ
enced the clarity ofa stimulus (which in turn would increase or
decrease the number ofsteps in the associated critical process).
Then, the number of steps on the critical path is given by the
sum t* + a. Equation 44 can be rewritten, using this new upper
bound ofsummation for both the older and younger adults. But,
since the power function relating older and younger adults' re
sponse times does not depend on the size ofthe upper bound of
summation, the power function in this new task is identical to
the power function in the baseline task. QED.

(42)

find a contradiction when we solve the relevant set of simulta
neous equations. In matrix form, we can write:

[

YI 0 01 [Ill 112 11,] [f3I]o y2 o ! III 112 11. . f32· .. .,· " .,· .. .,
o 0 Y. III 112 11. f3.

=[?;2 ?].[~: ~~ ~:1[:l (40)
~ 0 ; • ~l 112 ~. b

Multiplying through by the inverse of the left-hand matrix
(which will exist as long as Yi does not equal zero for some i),
we can solve for b in any equation, since all are identical:

that D is a constant, and that the effect ofchanging the level of
a factor that influences a given process on the critical path is
to increase (or decrease) the number ofsteps in the process by
the same amount for both the older and younger adults. Then
E[O] = ~"E[y]<5, regardless ofthe task.

Assume that each process xj in a PERT network is composed
of a series of tj steps,} = 1, ... , n. Given that the duration of
each process in the PERT network is a constant, as long as the
duration of each path through the network is unique, there will
be one and only one critical path. Let h* represent the critical
path in the network governing the behavior of younger adults.
Without loss ofgenerality, label the processes on the critical path
xI,x2, ... ,X." where n* $; n. Let t* equal the total number ofsteps
along the critical path h*, so that t* = t l + t2 + ... + t.". Then,

THEOREM 5. For each task, suppose that Go(V,E) and G/V,E)
are identical PERTnetworks, that xl' .. ' ,X." are all endogenous
processes along the critical path, that


